
View Multiple CCTV Video File Formats with a Single,
Intuitive Interface

SiraView

NICE SiraView is the ultimate CCTV viewer, enabling users to view multiple CCTV video file formats 
with a single, intuitive interface. Dispensing with the need for manufacturers' proprietary viewers, 
SiraView is a unique decoding application, preserving the evidential quality of the CCTV footage.

Universal CCTV viewer - NICE SiraView facilitates the playback
of multiple CCTV formats within a single intuitive user interface.  
Our software preserves the original evidential quality of your 
footage, while offering simple, high-volume, cost-effective         
navigation between multiple sources.

Automatically recognize the file extension of any supported 
CCTV footage - with NICE SiraView you don't have to search for 
the right player every time. Whether you’re dealing with a major 
incident with hundreds of CCTV sources or a single piece of 
footage, NICE SiraView’s consistent interface makes it quick and 
easy to load, access, review and synchronize your evidence.

View CCTV footage on a PC without the need for lab 
processing - no more uproductive waiting for crucial evidence 
that could make or break an investigation. By superseding the 
CCTV manufacturers’ proprietary viewers, NICE SiraView also 
frees up drive space, enabling faster running.
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About NICE Public Safety 

NICE Public Safety solutions integrate and put into context information from many sources to help emergency control rooms and investigation 
departments reconstruct and understand the who, what, when, where and why of an incident. NICE Inform, the industry-leading digital evidence 
management (DEM) solution, gives emergency control rooms better insight into how to continuously improve their operations. NICE Investigate is the 
leading open, digital policing solution that automates and expedites the entire digital investigation process, helping to increase case clearance rates. 
Over 3,000 organisations worldwide rely on NICE public safety solutions.
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Simple and instinctive navigation - gives you precise control 
over your CCTV video. The dual-slider technology allows you to 
skip and reverse rapidly to an approximate point in your footage, 
before fine-tuning or stepping through sequences a frame at a 
time as you comb for detail.  Simple keyboard shortcuts enable 
you to jump directly to a date or time, saving you the fuss of 
scrolling through volumes of material.

Intuitive Navigation

Extensive list of CCTV playable formats - available on request.  
NICE SiraView can be used as part of an ISO 17025 accredited 
laboratory.

Playable Formats 
and Accreditation

Easy to export video and single frames as still images
- in BMP or JPEG format or send them directly to a printer.  
Exported or printed images can also display camera, time and 
decoder information. Video sequences can be burned directly to 
DVD, or converted and saved to formats including QuickTime, 
MPEG and H.264. Multiple camera streams can be exported 
simultaneously into other software packages such as for facial 
recognition or motion detection.

Hassle-Free Export 
and Sharing

Bookmark and storyboard features - enable efficient labeling 
and referencing of clips. Using our split-screen viewer, you can 
navigate through your footage and mark up pertinent events as 
you go, by adding clips onto your storyboard. Each clip retains its 
original metadata, ensuring easy and reliable referencing to your 
source material to guarantee evidential quality. Storyboard clips 
and data can be organized by date, subject etc., according to 
your needs, and can be readily recalled. 

Easy Storyboard 
and Bookmarking

Integration with NICE Investigate - the market leading digital 
evidence management solution. Automate your entire digital 
investigation and evidence management process, and help your 
investigators close more cases faster.

Seamless Integration 
with NICE Investigate


